Transmitter status in cultured rat sympathetic neurons: plasticity and multiple function.
Considerable recent study of the development of transmitter status in sympathetic principal neurons, both in vivo and in culture, has produced several surprising findings. In this paper we review work on cultured immature and adult principal neurons dissociated from the superior cervical ganglia of rats. The main points are; 1) Immature principal neurons that display adrenergic properties during the first postnatal week in culture can be shifted to cholinergic status, including formation of functional cholinergic synapses, by coculture with nonneuronal cells (e.g., dissociated heart cells) or by medium conditioned by such cells. Through the use of microcultures that contain only a single neuron grown on heart cells, it has been possible to demonstrate the transition from adrenergic to cholinergic function directly by serial physiological assays of the same neuron at intervals of days or weeks. 2) During this transition, the cultured neurons display adrenergic/cholinergic dual function. This dual function has also been observed in principal neurons isolated from ganglia of adult rats. 3) Some cultured neurons secrete a third transmitter, probably adenosine or a phosphorylated derivative. This purinergic function is expressed with adrenergic or cholinergic function, or with both (triple function). In some cases, the main effect exerted by a neuron on cocultured cardiac myocytes is purinergic.